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DeSci -> Broadening access to science

??? -> Making sense of all the new research DeSci is creating



The 𝕏 factor in science









3 problems with traditional science publishing

📄 Paper  Peer 
Review



1. Lacks reach + rapid feedback



1. Lacks reach + rapid feedback



2. Lacks support for diverse publishing formats and scales



review

announce

endorse



reading-status



inline-annotation



3. Data siloed/fragmented across multiple apps & formats

 “altmetrics have been hamstrung by a lack of 
open access to the event streams we want to 
analyze…Most APIs are heavily restricted or very 
expensive to use at scale (e.g.,Twitter) or they just 
don’t exist: ever-greater swaths of the scholarly 
conversation now disappear into the profiteering 
maw of ResearchGate and other walled gardens, 
never to be seen again.”

The state of altmetrics (2019)

https://scholarlypublications.universiteitleiden.nl/handle/1887/3277927


Scientific record, 
Open Access

Off scientific record, 
controlled by commercial 
Platforms

Open Access Panacea 
(Muellerleile, 2017)

“...focusing too closely on … openness 
may be distracting us from the ways 
that capital is sneaking in the back door 
and enclosing the very tools we need to 
make sense of this new world”

Paper Sensemaking about paper



(3) Open + FAIR 
data

(2) Diverse scales 
and formats

(1) Reach + 
feedback

Twitter

Traditional 
Open Science

NanopublicationsOpen social 
(Mastodon, Bluesky, ...)





Nanopublications

- Human authors as authoritative source for scientific knowledge (not algos!)
- “Text mining? ...Why bury it first and then mine it again?” - Barend Mons



(3) Open + FAIR 
data

(2) Diverse scales 
and formats

(1) Reach + 
feedback

Twitter

Traditional 
Open Science

NanopublicationsOpen social 
(Mastodon, Bluesky, ...)

DeSci Sensemaking 
Networks



DeSci Sensemaking Networks

- Twitter-style social network
- Posts are “sensemarks”: structured semantic objects (nanopubs) with 

interaction affordances (share, like, etc)
- Open + FAIR data
- Configurable algorithmic feeds
- ID: ORCID or similar web3 variant (OpSci)



nanopublish!

Select template…



Motivation

Ease of use

will do

won’t do

𝕏

DeSci Sensemaking

Action threshold



Motivation

Ease of use

𝕏Social media 
integrations

DeSci Sensemaking



Motivation

Ease of use

𝕏
UX, LLM authoring 
assistants

DeSci Sensemaking



Motivation

Ease of use

𝕏

Add feedback to 
nanopubs

DeSci Sensemaking



Motivation

Ease of use

𝕏

“Warm start”: text mining from 
existing social media

DeSci Sensemaking



Motivation

Ease of use

𝕏

Cool new apps that 
leverage nanopubs!

DeSci Sensemaking



📚 15 members added this to their reading lists
🧵 1 thread summary by authors
👍 10 endorsements
🌟 4.5 Avg. review score (4 verified reviews)
❔3 contributed open questions, 2 answered 
questions
📝4 Inline annotations
↔2 discourse graphs reference this research

👥Show only followed networks



Motivation

Ease of use

𝕏

nanopublishing

Cool new incentive mechanisms 
that leverage nanopubs!



📚 15 members added this to their reading lists
🧵 1 thread summary by authors
👍 10 endorsements
🌟 4.5 Avg. review score (4 verified reviews)
❔3 contributed open questions, 2 answered 
questions
📝4 Inline annotations
↔2 discourse graphs reference this research

👥Show only followed networks

🔰 1 Reproducibility Badge
💽 1 Open Data Badge



Source: Pirolli, P., & Card, S. (2005)



📄 Traditional 
Publishing

 Peer 
Review



📄 Traditional 
Publishing

🌟Modular review

Nanopublishing

🌐Discourse Graphs

 Peer 
Review

❓Questions

👍🔄Engagement 
signals



DeSci Sensemaking as a sociotechnical movement

Traditional Science Sensemaking DeSci Sensemaking

Power Centralization Power Decentralization

Exclusive, monoculture participation ecosystem Inclusive, diverse participation ecosystem

Neoliberal science - driven by competition Regen science - driven by cooperation

Knowledge fragmentation, data enclosure Knowledge integration, data sharing



📢 Calling fellow SenseMakers!

Collective sensemaking is… collective!

Join us if you’re interested in contributing to {research, development, community 
building, anything else}


